1. To begin, turn the ottoman over. With the ottoman turned over; remove all stationary legs by turning them counterclockwise until removed. Set aside stationary legs.

2. Take a caster stem and a washer from the included hardware kit. Insert the caster stem into the washer, and then into one of the remaining T-nuts. There will be four (4) total for square ottomans or five (5) total for round ottomans. Hand tighten the caster stem. Repeat this for the remaining T-nuts.

3. Using a ½" wrench or ½" deep socket, snug down the caster stem. Do this for all caster stems.

4. Slide the caster onto the caster stem. Using downward pressure, as shown in the image above, push caster onto caster stem until it snaps into place. Repeat with the remaining casters.

5. Turn the ottoman upright and make sure all casters are snapped down completely or ottoman may wobble.

CAUTION
The included casters are intended for use on carpet or rugs. Use care when rolling the ottoman across hard surfaces — floor damage may occur as debris catches underneath the caster.